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In a number of problems, interest is centered on only a few of the coefficients of
the multiple linear regression model, while the remaining parameters are treated as
nuisance parameters. At the same time, the experimenter is interested in estimating
the parameters robustly. We propose a new weighting scheme which generates
estimators for the parameters of interest that are more efficient than their bounded
influence counterparts. The new weighting scheme differentially downweights the
components of the explanatory variables and produces the estimators as solutions
of a set of estimating equations. Moreover, the differential downweighting allows us
to maintain a bound on a selected sensitivity while increasing the efficiency of
the subvector of parameters of interest. We study the covariance structure of the
new estimators and derive conditions which guide us in the weight construction.
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1. INTRODUCTION
We consider the linear regression model defined as yi=xTi ;+= i ,
i=1, 2, ..., n, where yi is the i th response (dependent) variable, xTi is the i th
row of the design matrix X which is of dimension n-by-p and has full rank,
; is an element of the parameter space 0 which is a subset of the p-dimen-
sional real Euclidean space, and =i is the i th error. We assume that the
explanatory variables xi are independent, identically distributed random
variables that follow some distribution G; moreover, the =i are independent,
identically distributed with distribution F( }_), _>0, and independent of
the xi’s. The interest in this model centers on the estimation of and testing
hypotheses about ;.
It is well known that not all observations in a set of data play an equal
role in determining estimates, tests, and other statistics. In some situations
discordant points, that is, points that do not follow the bulk of the data,
may play an important role in determining the character of the regression.
The two main directions of research in linear regression, diagnostics, and
robust regression deal with two different, yet complementary, aspects of the
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problem posed by the discordant cases. Diagnostics deal with outlier iden-
tification, while robust regression deals with outlier accommodation.
There are two types of outliers in linear regression. Outliers in the
response-factor space produce large residuals, while outliers in the factor
space or x-outlyingness are points that generate a high leverage. To accom-
modate points with high leverage a number of procedures have been
proposed. Some of these well-known procedures are proposed by Hampel
(1974), Mallows (1979), Schweppe (1975), Krasker and Welsch (1982),
Simpson, Ruppert and Carroll (1992), and Coakley and Hettmansperger
(1993), among others. All these procedures generate bounded influence
estimators. The procedures of Simpson et al. (1992) and Coakley and
Hettmansperger (1993) are one-step bounded-influence high-breakdown
point procedures.
Assume now that we are interested in testing subhypotheses about the
parameter vector ;T=(;T1 , ;
T
2 ). The subvector of interest is ;1 of dimen-
sion ( p&q)_1, q< p. Then, it might be advantageous to estimate the
parameters of interest robustly and efficiently by downweighting severely
the coordinates associated with the nuisance parameters. An example
where this situation is observed arises from the analysis of data from
economics. The demand function of a product can be modeled as a func-
tion of the logarithm of different prices of the product, the logarithm of the
income of the individual, and some other variables. Economists are inter-
ested in testing the hypothesis that the sensitivity of some price equals the
sensitivity of a different price, treating the parameters associated with the
other variables as nuisance. In this example the parameters of real interest
are the coefficients of the logarithm of prices. Potential high-leverage points
are generated by individuals with outlying income.
A second example that demonstrates the frequency by which experi-
menters are interested in subhypotheses testing is analysis of covariance.
Carroll (1983) mentioned the example of a two-group analysis of covariance
with a balanced covariate in which only the treatment difference is of interest.
Carroll (1983) also posed the question of whether methods which are more
efficient than the existing bounded influence methods are available for this
type of problem.
This paper offers a solution to the above described problem. We focus on
estimation and propose a weighting scheme which generates estimators for
the parameters of interest of the linear model that are more efficient than
their bounded-influence counterparts. This is achieved by downweighting
differentially the components of the vector xi , i=1, 2, ..., n. Thus the new
scheme does not attach the same weight wi to all components of the vector
xi , i=1, 2, ..., n, j=1, 2, ..., p, but rather downweights each component xij ,
i=1, ..., n, j=1, ..., p differentially. In this way, we can maintain a bound
on a selected sensitivity, for example, self-standardized sensitivity, while
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estimating the parameters more efficiently. The new estimators are
asymptotically normal and have desirable robustness properties, but are
not invariant to nonsingular reparametrization. However, this is not a dis-
advantage of the estimates since there are many practical situations in
which invariance may not be necessarily a desirable property. An example
is the case where the parameters have physical meaning (see Ruppert,
1985), and the explanatory variables are measured on different scales. In
this case affine equivariance is not meaningful, yet the experimenter is
interested in estimating robustly the set of model parameters.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the background
material necessary to place the new results in context. Section 3 discusses
the new methodology and its asymptotic properties. The covariance struc-
ture of the new estimates is studied in Section 4; This section also includes
the main efficiency result and the conditions that offer guidance as to how
to select the matrix of weights. Finally, Section 5 presents an example to
illustrate the method.
2. BACKGROUND
The generalized M-estimators (GM-estimators) for the linear model are
defined as solutions to the minimization problem
min
;
:
n
i=1
{ \xi ; yi&x
T
i ;
_ + (2.1)
for {: RP_R  R+, an appropriately defined function. Under differen-
tiability conditions the GM-estimates of ; can be obtained by solving
:
n
i=1
’ \xi ; yi&x
T
i ;
_ + xi=0 (2.2)
for ’: RP_R  R+, where ’ is odd for all x # RP and (u) {(x; u)=
’(x; u). (See Hampel, Ronchetti, Rousseeuw, and Stahel, 1986.)
The most important choices of the function ’ are of the form
’(x; r)=v(x) c(rw(x)_) (2.3)
where v: RP  [0, 1], w: RP  [0, 1] are weighting functions and c is a
function of the (rescaled) residuals and the weights w(x). For example,
it can be selected to be the Huber psi-function defined by c(r)=
min[c, max(r, &c)], c>0. Examples of v( } ), w( } ) functions are v(xi)=
(1&hi)12, w(xi)=v&1(x i), where hi=xTi (X
TX)&1 xi is the i th leverage.
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This choice is known as Schweppe’s (1975) proposal. For appropriate choices
of the functions involved the GM-estimators have bounded influence.
The Mallows-type estimators are those obtained by using the function
’(x; r)=v(x) c(r_), where c is a general bounded and continuous func-
tion and r= y&xT; . Thus, w(x)=1, and discordant points are down-
weighted by bounding separately the influence of residuals and the influence
of position in the factor space. Moreover, if c(r_)=min[1, c_|r|](r_),
then the weight attributed to the i th observation ( yi , xi) when using
Mallows scheme is min[1, c_|r|] min[1, b&x&], where &x&=[(x&mx)T
C&1x (x&mx)]
12 and mx , Cx are the multivariate location and scatter
estimates of x, c>0, b>0. The constant c=1.345 guarantees a 950 loca-
tion efficiency at the normal model, while b=/2(0.95, p&1) (see Simpson,
Ruppert, and Carroll, 1992) is the 95th percentile of a /2-distribution with
p&1 degrees of freedom.
Note that the Mallows scheme downweights high leverage points regard-
less of the magnitude of the associated residual. Hoaglin and Welsch (1978)
suggested identifying a leverage value as large if hi2pn, while Staudte
and Sheater (1990) suggest that a better cut-off value is (1.5) pn. The
variancecovariance matrix of the Mallows-type estimators is given by
M&1QM&1 where M=E[(r) ’(x; r_) xxT ] and Q=E[’2(x; r_) xxT ],
where the expectation is taken with respect to the joint distribution of x
and y.
3. METHODOLOGY
3.1. The Estimator
In bounded-influence regression the weight function downweights equally
all components of the explanatory variable xi . But it is possible that not all
components of xi are outlying, and thus do not contribute equally toward
the leverage value. In this case, using the usual bounded-influence scheme
will result in a loss of efficiency because every component will be
downweighted.
We propose the following new weighting scheme. Instead of attaching a
weight wi to all components of the vector xi , downweight them differen-
tially by using a matrix of weights W(xi)=diag(wi1 , wi2 , ..., w ip). The
estimators then are solutions of the set of equations
:
n
i=1
c \ yi&x
T
i ;
_ + W(xi) x i=0. (3.1)
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Note that if wi1=w i2= } } } =wip=wi for i=1, 2, ..., n and c is Huber’s
psi-function, we will obtain the Mallows scheme, while if wij=1 for all
i=1, 2, ..., n, j=1, 2, ..., p, we will obtain the classical Huber M-estimators.
The set of estimating equations (3.1) does not necessarily correspond to
an optimization problem. In fact, the following proposition states that,
in the general case, there does not exist a function \( } , } ) such that its
gradient with respect to ; is the set of equations (3.1). Thus
Proposition 3.1. There does not exist a real-valued function \ such that
{;\(W(x) x; y&xT;)=c(y&xT;) W(x)x, (3.2)
with wij{wil , for j{l and j, l=1, 2, ..., p.
Proof. Set g(W(x) x; y&xT;)=c( y&xT;) W(x)x. Then gl ;k=
gk ;l for all k, l=1, 2, ..., p if and only if w ik=wie=wi , i=1, 2, ..., n.
Thus, there does not, generally, exist a function \(W(x) x; y&xT;) such
that its gradient with respect to ; gives the function g(W(x) x; y&xT;).
Having established that the set of estimating equations (3.1) does not
correspond to an optimization problem, questions pertaining to the existence
of roots arise. Theorem 3.1 below establishes the existence of a root of the
equations (3.1) near the true parameter value. However, it does not address
the problem of the number of roots. To overcome this, we define our
estimator by taking a one-step Taylor expansion of (3.1) around ; 0 . The
form of the estimator is then given as
; =; 0+{ :
n
i=1
$c \ yi&x
T
i ; 0
_^ + W(x i) xixTi =
&1
_ :
n
i=1
c \ yi&x
T
i ; 0
_^ + W(xi) xi . (3.3)
This is a one-step estimator in the sense that it takes an initial estimator
; 0 and then performs a NewtonRaphson iteration. Any root-n consistent
estimator can be used as an initial estimate. Moreover, _^ is a robust
estimate of scale.
3.2. Asymptotic and Robustness Properties
We will now discuss the asymptotic and robustness properties of the new
estimator. The first result establishes the existence of a solution of the equa-
tions (3.1) in the neighborhood of the true parameter value.
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Proposition 3.2. Let Sor=[;; &;&;0&=r] be the boundary of the
sphere S(;0 , r), where ;0 is the true parameter value. Then, under Assump-
tions 16 listed in the Appendix,
(i) infSor(;&;0)
T E0 gn;$, some $>0 for sufficiently large n, and
(ii) supSor | g n;| wP0 0, as n   where g n;= gn;&E0 gn; , the expec-tation taken under the true model, where gn; is defined in (3.4).
Proof. Define
gn;=
1
n
:
n
i=1
c( yi&xTi ;) W(xi) xi . (3.4)
Then, gn; is continuous in ;. Write
g n;= gn;&E0 gn;=( gn;& gn;0)&E0( gn;& gn;0)+ gn;0&E0 gn;0 . (3.5)
The j th component of (3.5) is then
g n;, j=
1
n
:
n
i=1
[c( yi&xTi ;)&c( y i&x
T
i ;0)&E0[c( yi&x
T
i ;)
&c( yi&xTi ;0)]] wijx ij+
1
n
:
n
i=1
c( y i&xTi ;0) wijxij
&
1
n
:
n
i=1
E0[c( yi&xTi ;0)] wijx ij . (3.6)
Working with each term of (3.6) individually we obtain:
E0 {1n :
n
i=1
[c( y i&xTi ;)&c( yi&x
T
i ;0)&E0(c( y i&x
T
i ;)
&c( yi&xTi ;0)] wijx ij=
2
=
1
n2
E0 { :
n
i=1
[c( yi&xTi ;)&c( yi&x
T
i ;0)&E0(c( yi&x
T
i ;)
&c( yi&xTi ;0)] wijx ij=
2
. (3.7)
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Set Di=c( yi&xTi ;)&c( yi&x
T
i ;0), then relation (3.7) becomes
E0 { :
n
i=1
(Di&E0Di) wijxij=
2
=E0 { :
n
i=1
(Di&E0 Di)2 w2ij x
2
ij
+: :
k{l
(Dk&E0Dk)(De&E0 De) wkjwljxkjxej=
= :
n
i=1
E0(Di&EDi)2 w2ij x
2
ij
+: :
k{l
E0[(Dk&E0 Dk)(De&E0De)= wkjwejxkj xej . (3.8)
But E0[(Dk&E0Dk)(Dl&E0D l)]=Cov(Dk , Dl)=0 because of the
independence of [( yi , xi))) : i=1, 2, ..., n]. Therefore
E0( g n;& g n;0)
2=
1
n2
:
n
i=1
Var[c( yi&xTi ;)&c( yi&x
T
i ;0)] w
2
ijx
2
ij
\1n :
n
i=1
w2ij x
2
ij+ 1n
_|

& _c \=i+k :
p
j=1
xij+&c(=i)&
2
dF(=i),
and k is a constant, such that &;&;0&k. This last quantity converges to
0 as n   by Conditions 5, 6, and 7 of the Appendix.
We conclude that
sup
Sor
| g n;& g n;0| wp 0, as n  . (3.9)
For the second term of relation (3.6) we have
E0 g 2n;0
1
n2
:
n
i=1
w2ijx
2
ij |

&
2c( yi&x
T
i ;0) dF(=i)
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and by Conditions 5, 6 we conclude that E0 g 2n;0  0, as n  . Therefore
| g n;0| wP 0, as n  , and Condition (ii) of Proposition 3.2 holds.
For Condition (i), a Taylor expansion in the neighborhood of ;0 gives
E0 gn;=
1
n
:
n
i=1
E0[c( yi&xTi ;0)] W(x i) x i
&_1n :
n
i=1
E0[$c( yi&xTi ;0)] W(x i) xi x
T
i & (;&;0).
By Condition 5 and the symmetry of the error distribution,
(;&;0)T E0 gn;
=&(;&;0)T {1n :
n
i=1
E0[$c( yi&xTi ;0)] W(xi) xix
T
i = (;&;0),
and infSor(;&;0)
T E0 gn;$ if inf *$r, with * being an eigenvalue of
the matrix (1n) ni=1 E0[$c(= i))] W(xi)) x ix
T
i , &;&;0&=r.
Theorem 3.1. Under Assumption 16 and Proposition 3.2, Po( gn; has a
0 in &;&;0&<r)  1 as n  .
To state the asymptotic normality results we need the following defini-
tion.
Definition. Let A, B be two matrices both of dimension m-by-n.
The Hadamard product (or Schur product) of A and B is defined by
A b B=(:ijbij), where A=(:ij), B=(b ij). Thus the Hadamard product is the
entry-wise product of the two matrices.
Denote by ri (; 0)= yi&xTi ; 0 , B=diag((ri) c(r i(; 0))). Moreover, we
define the n-by-p matrix W as the matrix whose i th row holds the weights
of the i th row of the X matrix. Then the estimator ; given in (3.3) can be
written as
; =; 0+[(BW b X)T X]&1 (W b X), (3.10)
where T=(c(r1(; 0)), c(r2(; 0)), ..., c(rn(; 0))).
To prove asymptotic normality we need the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.1. Under Conditions 16
sup { 1- n } :
n
i=1
[c( yi&xTi ;)&c( yi&x
T
i ;0)] wijxij
+ :
p
k=1
(;&;0) :
n
i=1 \

r
c(r)+ wijx ijxik} :
max
1 j p
|;j&;oj |Mn&12= wp 0,
for each j=1, 2, ..., p.
Theorem 3.2. Under Conditions 17,
- n [; &;&[(BW b X)T X]&1 (W b X )T c(=)] wp 0
with c(=)=(c(=1), ..., c(=n))T.
Theorem 3.3. Under Conditions 17 the asymptotic distribution of the
one-step estimator is the same as that of the fully iterated estimate and is
given as
- n (; &;0)  ZtMN(0, V),
where V=M&1QM&T, with M=p lim(1n)(BW b X)T X and Q=p lim(1n)
(1W b X)T (1W b X), as n converges to infinity, with 1=diag(c(=1), ...,
c(=n)).
Proofs of the above theorems and lemma are similar to those of Coakley
and Hettmansperger (1993) and Simpson et al. (1992) and thus are omitted.
The following theorem presents the robustness results.
Theorem 3.4. The influence function of the estimator defined in (3.3) is
IF( y0 , x0 ; ;, F)=\| c( y&xT;) W(x) xxT dF(x, y)+
&1
} c( y0&xT0;) W(x0)x0
and it is bounded.
Note that the influence function of the one-step estimator is the same
as the influence function of the fully iterated estimator. Similar results
were obtained by Simpson et al. (1992). Additionally, we can obtain high
breakdown under appropriate conditions on the initial estimate and the
weighting functions.
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4. STUDY OF THE COVARIANCE STRUCTURE
In this section we address the effects of the new weighting scheme on the
covariance structure of the proposed estimators. We will use techniques
analogous to those used in Markatou and Hettmansperger (1992).
The following theorems present approximations of the asymptotic
covariance of the estimators. Before we present the proofs of the theo-
rems discussing the covariance structure of the new estimates we need the
following lemma.
Lemma 1. Suppose A # Rn_n and that & }& is a norm satisfying the
property &AB&&A& &B&. If &A&<1, then I&A is nonsingular and
(I&A)&1= :

k=0
Ak,
with &(I&A)&1&1(1&&A&).
The above lemma implies that if =<<1 then O(=) perturbations in I
induce O(=) perturbations in the inverse.
Theorem 4.1. The covariance matrix V can be approximated as
V=
k2
k21
[(XTX )&1+(XTX )&1 (22&K)(X TX )&1
+(XTX )&1 2(XTX )&1 (2&K )(X TX )&1], (4.1)
where k1=E[$c(=)]n, k2=E[2c(=)]n, 2=X
TX&(W b X)T X, K=XTX&
(W b X)T (W b X ), and the remaining terms are of order O(=2) or higher.
Proof. Write
1
n
[(1W b X)T (1W b X)]=
1
n
:
n
i=1
E[2c(=i)] W(x i) xix
T
i W(x i)
=
E[2c(=)]
n
(W b X )T (W b X )
=
E[2c(=)]
n
[XTX&K],
with K=XTX&(W b X)T (W b X ).
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Similarly,
1
n
[(BW b X )T X]=
E[$c(=)]
n
[XTX&2]
where 2=XTX&ni=1 W(xi) xix
T
i .
Now write
1
n
[(BW b X )T X]=
E[$c(=)]
n
(XTX ) } (I&(XTX )&1 2),
and using Lemma 1,
_1n [(BW b X)T X]&
&1
=
1
k1
(XTX )&1&
1
k1
(XTX)&1 2(XTX)&1,
where k1=E[$c(=)]n. Thus, setting k2=E[2c(=)]n, we obtain the following
representation of the covariance matrix:
V=
k2
k21
[(XTX )&1+(XTX )&1 (22&K)(X TX )&1
+(XTX )&1 2(XTX )&1 (2&K)(XTX )&1].
For comparison reasons we obtain the expansion of the covariance struc-
ture of the Mallows-type estimators.
Theorem 4.2. The covariance matrix of the Mallows estimates can be
approximated as
VM=
k2
k21
[(XTX )&1+(XTX )&1 (231&32)(XTX )&1
+(XTX )&1 31(XTX )&1 (31&32)(X TX )&1], (4.2)
where 31=X T(I&W1) X, 32=XT(I&W2) X, and W1=diag(w(&xi &)),
W2=diag(w2(&xi&)). Moreover, k1 , k2 are as in Theorem 4.1 and the
remaining terms are of order O(=2) or higher.
Proof. The variancecovariance matrix is given as VM=M&1QM&1
with
M=k1 :
n
i=1
v(&xi &) xixTi =k1(X
TW1 X )
Q=k2 :
n
i=1
v2(&x i&) x ixTi =k2(X TW2X ),
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where W1=diag(v(&x i&)), W2=diag(v2(&x i&)). Then
M&1=
1
k1
[(XTX)&1+(XTX )&1 [X T(I&W1)) X](XTX )&1]
and therefore
VM=
k2
k21
[(XTX )&1+(XTX )&1 [231&32](XTX )&1
+(XTX )&1 31(XTX )&1 (31&32)(XTX )&1],
where 31=XT[I&W1] X, 32=XT(I&W2) X.
The two expansions in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 differ in the matrices used
in their second and third terms, and the question is how the two weighting
schemes compare. Assume now that the last n&q+1 rows of the design
matrix X have outlying components. Then, the weights assigned to each
row of X by the new weighting scheme are the rows of the matrix W given
as
1 1 } } } 1 1 } } } 1
1 1 } } } 1 1 } } } 1
b b b b b
W=\1 1 } } } 1 1 } } } 1 + .1 1 } } } 1 wqq } } } wqpb b b b b
1 1 } } } 1 wnq } } } wnp
On the other hand, the Mallows-type downweighting scheme uses the
matrix of weights
1 0 } } } 0 0 } } } 0
0 1 } } } 0 0 } } } 0
b b b b b
W1=\0 0 } } } 1 0 } } } 0 +=\I0 0Q+ ,0 0 } } } 0 wq } } } 0b b b b b
0 0 } } } 0 0 } } } wn
downweighting every element of the vectors xq , xq+1 , ..., xn . We define X3
as the (n&q+1)-by-q lower-left part of the matrix X and X4 as the
(n&q+1)-by-( p&q) lower-right part of the matrix X. Moreover, E is the
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(n&q+1)-by-( p&q) lower-right part of the matrix X&W b X. The expan-
sion for the covariance matrix of the new estimates then is
V=
k2
k21 {(XTX )&1+(XTX )&1 \
0
ETX3
&X T3 E
ETX4&CTE+ (XTX )&1= , (4.3)
where C is the lower-right corner of the matrix X&WX, whereas the
Mallows case gives
VM=
k2
k21 {(XTX )&1+(XTX )&1 \
S11 S12
S21 S22+ (XTX )&1= , (4.4)
where S11 = X T3 (I & Q)
2 X3 , S12 = S T21 = X
T
3 (I & Q)
2 X4 , and S22 =
XT4 (I&Q)
2 X4 . The remaining terms are again of order O(=2) or higher.
Let
(XTX )&1=\L11 L12L21 L22+
and
D1=L11S11L11+L12S22LT12 .
Denote by $e the eigenvalues of D1 and by ve the corresponding eigen-
vectors. Moreover, denote the eigenvalues of L22S22 L22 by *k and its
eigenvectors by uk .
The following theorem presents the efficiency result.
Theorem 4.3. Let V11 , V11, M denote the upper ( p&q)-by-( p&q) parts
of the matrices V and VM respectively. Then, to the first-order approxima-
tion,
V11, M&V11=
k2
k21
[L11S11L11+L12(S22&ETX4) LT12]. (4.5)
In addition,
V22, M&V22=
k2
k21
L22(S22&ETX4) L22 (4.6)
with the remaining terms of order O(=2) or higher. Moreover, zT1 (V11,M&V11) z1
0, for all z1{0, z1 # R p&q, and zT2 (V22, M&V22) z20, for all z2{0,
z2 # Rq, when the following conditions hold:
$e 12 v
T
e L12[(E
TX4)+(ETX4)T] LT12ve , e=1, ..., p&q,
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and (4.7)
*k 12u
T
kL22[(E
TX4)+(E TX4)T] LT22 uk , k= p&q+1, ..., p.
Proof. From the expressions of VM it is straightforward to obtain
V11, M=
k2
k21
[L11(I+S11L11+S12LT12)+L12(S
T
12L11+S22L
T
12)]
and
V22, M=
k2
k21
[LT12(S11 L12+S12L22)+L22(I+S
T
12L12+S22L22].
Keeping only the first-order terms, we obtain
V11, M=
k2
k21
[L11+L11 S11L11+L12S22LT12]
V22, M=
k2
k21
[L22+L22 S22L22].
Now from the expression that gives V it is straightforward to obtain
V11=
k2
k21
[L11+L12(E TX4) LT12]
V22=
k2
k21
[L22+L22(E TX4) LT22].
Thus
V11, M&V11=
k2
k21
[L11S11 L11&L12(E TX4) LT12+L12S22 L
T
12].
But S11=[(I&Q) X3]T [(I&Q) X3]; the matrix I&Q is diagonal with
positive elements and full column rank. Thus S11 is positive definite.
Recognizing now that L11 is of full column rank and symmetric we obtain
that L11 S11L11 is positive definite. Similarly, we can prove that L12S22LT12
is positive definite. Since nonnegative combinations of positive definite
matrices give a positive definite matrix, D1 (which is defined just prior to
Theorem 4.3) is positive definite. As such, all its eigenvalues are positive.
The matrix ETX4 is asymmetric, and hence D1&L12(E TX4) LT12 is asym-
metric. Since every matrix can be expressed as a sum of a symmetric and
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a skew-symmetric part, it is sufficient to show that the symmetric part of
it is positive definite. We can write the symmetric part of (V11, M&V11) as
D1&
1
2L12[(E
TX4)+(E TX4)T] LT12 ,
and if we denote by #e the eigenvalues of V11, M&V11 , then
#e=
k2
k21 {$e&
1
2
vTe L12[(E
TX4)+(ETX4)T] LT12ve= .
Now V11, M&V11 is nonnegative definite if and only if #e0, for all e. But
this is equivalent to
$e 12v
T
e L12[(E
TX4)+(ETX4)T] LT12ve .
Moreover,
V22, M&V22=
k2
k21
[L22S22 L22&L22(E TX4) L22]
and if we denote by +k the eigenvalues of V22, M&V22 we obtain that
+k=
k2
k21 {*k&
1
2
uTk L22(E
TX4+(ETX4)T) L22uk= .
Thus V22, M&V22 is negative definite if and only if
*k 12u
T
k L22[(E
TX4)+(E TX4)T] L22uk .
This result offers a way of selecting the elements of the matrix of weights.
We select wij such that the equations (4.7) and the selected bound on the
norm of the influence function are satisfied.
Let X=(X1 , X2), where dim(X1)=n_(q&1), q< p, and assume that
XT1X2=0, that is, the last p&q+1 regressors are orthogonal to the first q&1.
Then (XTX ) &1=diag(L11 , L22) and hence V11, M&V11=(k2 k21) L11S11L11 ,
V22, M&V22=(k2k21) L22(S22&E
TX4) L22 . In this case V22, M&V22 is
negative definite if and only if we can select the weights such that *k
(12) uTkL22[(E
TX4)+(ETX4)T] LT22uk .
5. EXAMPLE
We present a theoretical example which illustrates the selection of the
weights. Let the model be yi=;0+;1xi2+;2 xi3+=i , i=1, 2, ..., n. Assume
that the last case (1, xn2 , xn3) generates a high leverage and that the
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component xn3 is primarily responsible for the high leverage value; more-
over, interest centers on ;0 , ;1 . The matrix of the weights for xn is W(xn)=
diag(1, 1, w) and we want to select w such that V11, M&V11 is positive
definite and V22, M&V22 is negative definite. We obtain V11, M&V11=
k2 k21[(1&wn)
2&(1&w)2 x2n3L12 L
T
12+(1&wn)
2 [2L11B2LT12+L11B1L11]],
and V22,M&V22=k2k21[(1&wn)
2&(1&w)2 x2n3L22L
T
22+(1&wn)
2 [2L22BT2L12
+LT12B1L12]], where wn is the Mallows weight assigned to the case
generating the high leverage. The matrices B1 , B2 are defined as
BT2 =(xn3 , xn2xn3)
and
B1=\ 1xn2
xn2
x2n2+ ,
L22 is a constant, and L12 is a 2-by-1 matrix. The eigenvalues of V11, M
&V11 are given as
#j=
k2
k21
[[(1&wn)2&(1&w)2] x2n3*j
+(1&wn)2 uTj [2L11B2L
T
12+L11B1L11] uj],
where *j , uj are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix D1 (defined
prior to Theorem 4.3). Moreover, V22, M&V22 is the constant given above
and we require it to be negative. This is equivalent to solving the quadratic
inequality w2&2w&(c&1)>0, where c=(1&wn)2 [1+(x2n3L22L
T
22)
&1
[2L22BT2 L12+L
T
12B1 L12]]. Thus w should take values in the interval
[1&c12, 1]. At the same time we need #j>0, which is equivalent to w
taking values in the interval [1&$12, 1], with
$=(1&wn)2 {1+ 1*j x2n3 uTj (2L11B2 LT12+L11 B1L11) uj= .
Therefore the range of values for w is the intersection of the above two
intervals.
Now we address the issues of identifying the outlying components of the
vectors x i , i=1, 2, ..., n. The idea is to downweight those components of
the vector xi that are factor-space outliers.
One way of classifying an observation as a factor space outlier is by
looking at its leverage value. We can assess the contribution of an indi-
vidual component toward the leverage value either by looking at plots of
the original variables or by looking at partial regression-leverage plots.
Components with large numerical values in relationship to the rest are
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identified from plots of the original variables and cause large increase in
one or more of the variances of the variables.
A factor space outlier may not be identified by looking at either partial
regression-leverage plots or the usual plots of the variables. It may not be
identified by looking at the leverage because of masking. In this case, the
observation will not be extreme on any of the original variables, but it can
still be an outlier because it does not conform with the correlation structure
of the remainder of the data. Since variance is a measure of importance
here, it may be advantageous to change the coordinate system to that of
the principal component vectors.
The principal component vectors are linear combinations of the original
variables that account for most of the variability in the data. The sum of
variances of the full set of principal components is the sum of variances of
the original variables. Moreover, the principal component vectors span the
same space as the original variables. We denote by Z the matrix of prin-
cipal component residuals and assume zi is the i th row of the matrix Z.
Making the observation that hi=zTi (Z
TZ)&1 zi , we identify the contribu-
tion of a component toward the leverage value by looking at the contribu-
tion of that component toward the value of the principal component
residual. The rescaled contribution is measured by :ijxij- *i , where : ij
are the elements of the eigenvector matrix of the covariance of the observa-
tions xi , and *i are the eigenvalues. If the xi are normally distributed,
|:ij xij - *i |2 indicates a large contribution due to the xij . If normality is
not present, a boxplot of the quantities :ijxij - *i , j=1, 2, ..., p, may reveal
excessive contributions due to different xijs.
APPENDIX: CONDITIONS
We now present the conditions under which the previous theory holds:
1. &W(x)x& as a function of x is bounded.
2. maxi, j |x ij |- n wP 0, as n  .
3. E |$(:X+b)&$(X)|=o(1) as :  1, b  0.
4. 1n(BW b Xn)T Xn wP M, as n  , where M is a positive definite
matrix.
5. The function  is an odd, monotone function and is of bounded
variation in every interval; that is, =+&& with + and & bounded
and monotone increasing. Moreover, those two functions are absolutely
continuous with bounded derivatives.
6. 1n(1W b Xn)T (1W b Xn) wP Q, as n  , where Q is a positive
definite matrix.
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7. (i) & [
\(x+h)&\(x&h)]2 dF(x)=O(1), as h  0.
(ii) sup(1|n| ) & [
\(x + q + h) &\(x+q)] dF(x) : |q| =,
|h|=]<, for some =>0, =+&&, and \ monotone increasing.
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